
UK Sovereign Cloud:
the secure foundation
for your digital future
Protecting your most vital asset: your data.



As global digital transformation accelerates, the importance of data sovereignty is
becoming increasingly crucial for businesses worldwide. The UK Sovereign Cloud, powered
by Civo, provides an unparalleled solution designed to ensure the sovereignty, security, and
compliance of your data within the UK’s jurisdiction. This dedicated infrastructure
addresses the pressing challenges organisations face regarding data privacy, legal
compliance, and security, helping to promote the UK’s digital independence and economic
growth.

Why Choose Civo UK Sovereign Cloud?

Data Sovereignty: Guarantees that your data is stored, processed, and protected under
strict UK laws, effectively navigating the legal complexities associated with international
data laws such as the US CLOUD Act.
Enhanced Security: Delivers robust, state-of-the-art security measures to safeguard
your data from global threats and vulnerabilities.
Economic Benefits: Supports the UK economy by keeping data within the country,
which aids in job creation and strengthens the nation’s digital infrastructure.

As the digital landscape continues to evolve, selecting a cloud provider that not only
understands the intricacies of data sovereignty but also actively supports your
organisation’s growth and compliance needs becomes essential. 

UK Sovereign Cloud by Civo is your trusted partner in navigating this complex environment,
ensuring that your digital operations are secure, compliant, and future-ready.

Empowering the UK's Digital Future
with the UK Sovereign Cloud by Civo
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Mark Boost, Civo CEO & Co-founder

Civo is committed to providing a secure and compliant cloud
environment that meets the highest standards of data sovereignty.
Our Sovereign UK Cloud not only aligns with the stringent needs of

regulated industries but also supports the UK’s digital economy
and infrastructure. Silicon Valley is not the answer to data

sovereignty. We’re ensuring that our customers' data is protected
and exclusively stored and managed within the UK, giving them

complete control and peace of mind.



What is a Sovereign Cloud?

Core Principles of a Sovereign Cloud

In our globally connected digital era, where data breaches and compliance violations make
headlines regularly, the need for stringent data management practices is paramount. A
sovereign cloud provides a robust solution by ensuring that all data activities — from
storage to processing and management — are governed strictly within the territorial, legal,
and regulatory frameworks of a specific country.
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Data Sovereignty
Ensures comprehensive control over data by adhering to the laws
and governance of the nation where it is physically stored. This
principle extends beyond mere data residency, which only
concerns data storage location, to include the jurisdiction under
which data is processed and managed, offering a significantly
higher level of protection and legal clarity.

Legal and Regulatory Compliance
Sovereign clouds are architecturally designed to align with specific
national regulations and legal requirements, crucial for sectors facing
strict data governance standards such as healthcare, finance, and
government services.

Enhanced Security and Privacy
By localising data operations, sovereign clouds minimise the legal
risks and security threats associated with international data
handling, providing an environment where data is less vulnerable to
foreign surveillance and cyber threats.



What is a Sovereign Cloud?

National
Independence

Location
Independence

From edge cloud to
sovereign cloud and

everything in between

Operational
Independence

Highly resilient critical national
infrastructure as well as platforms

for international collaboration

Trusted and vetted people
and platforms to manage

and protect digital solutions

Defining Features of Sovereign Clouds
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Location Independence
Offers flexible data management across different cloud models
while ensuring that all data remains within a specific legal
jurisdiction — crucial for maintaining consistent compliance and
data sovereignty across diverse operational scenarios.

National Independence
Strengthens national resilience by hosting critical infrastructure within
the country, thus supporting essential services and government
functions without reliance on foreign technology and infrastructure.

Operational Independence
Managed exclusively by personnel vetted and bound by the hosting
nation's laws, which ensures that operational practices, data
handling, and even the technology used conform to national
standards.



What is a Sovereign Cloud?

Strategic Benefits of UK Sovereign Cloud by Civo

The UK Sovereign Cloud by Civo is not merely a technical infrastructure but a strategic
asset that enhances operational capabilities while ensuring compliance with UK law. It
provides:
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Business Continuity and Data Integrity
Ensures that business operations can continue smoothly without
interruption from international disputes or compliance issues, preserving
data integrity across all transactions.

Support for the UK’s Digital Economy
By opting for a cloud solution that retains data within the UK,
businesses contribute directly to the national economy, supporting
local employment and fostering technological innovations that
maintain the UK’s competitive edge in the global market.

Consumer Confidence and Trust
In an age where data privacy concerns are paramount, using a sovereign
cloud enhances consumer trust, knowing their data is handled within the
stringent privacy frameworks of their own country.

Why it matters?
Choosing the UK Sovereign Cloud goes beyond
typical data storage solutions by providing a secure,
compliant, and resilient environment for handling
sensitive information. It's an essential tool for any
organisation that prioritises data security, needs to
meet strict compliance requirements, and values
operational transparency and independence.



Civo Sovereign Cloud Features

Civo UK Sovereign Cloud stands out with its robust feature set designed to meet the
highest standards of security, compliance, and operational efficiency. 

Each feature is tailored to ensure that businesses operating within the UK can leverage the
power of cloud computing while maintaining complete control and sovereignty over their
data. 

Here are the key features that distinguish the Civo Sovereign Cloud:
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Compliance by default
Civo Sovereign Cloud is only ever
subject to UK law. Civo Sovereign
Cloud will help you navigate and
stay compliant with complex
regulations and industry
requirements.

Stay in control of your cloud
Civo Sovereign Cloud improves
the visibility and audibility of your
cloud activities. Your data never
leaves the UK so you don't have
to worry about where/who might
be accessing it your data. 

Futureproof your business
Civo Sovereign Cloud removes the
complexities of having to comply
with multiple legal jurisdictions and
reduces the risks of international
threats and geopolitical impacts.

Support the UK economy and
fuel innovation
Civo Sovereign Cloud, a UK-
based business, actively
supports and enhances the UK's
digital economy and security,
contributing to the nation's
sustainable digital future.

Meet the highest security
standards
Civo Sovereign Cloud has rigorous
security controls that are quick and
easy to implement, keeping your
data safe and secure in a trusted
environment

Unlock the power of your data
Civo Sovereign Cloud allows you to
easily share your data with other
trusted organisations, all within the
jurisdiction of the UK.



Healthcare Sector

Finance Sector

Use Cases for UK Sovereign Cloud
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Secure Patient Data Management
Healthcare providers can utilise the UK Sovereign Cloud to store sensitive
patient records securely, ensuring that all data is protected under UK
healthcare regulations and GDPR. This secure environment facilitates the safe
exchange of patient information between authorised professionals and
institutions, enhancing care coordination without compromising patient privacy.

Research and Development
Hospitals and research institutions can use the cloud to manage large datasets
for medical research while ensuring data is processed within compliance
frameworks. This aids in developing new treatments and understanding disease
patterns with robust data protection measures in place.

The UK Sovereign Cloud provides a robust infrastructure designed to meet the diverse
needs of various sectors by ensuring data security, enhancing operational efficiency, and
maintaining strict compliance with UK laws. Below are examples of how different sectors
can leverage the UK Sovereign Cloud to optimise their operations:

Regulatory Compliance Reporting
The cloud facilitates compliance with complex regulatory requirements by
providing tools that automate data gathering, processing, and report
generation. This streamlines compliance processes, reduces errors, and saves
time and resources in managing financial compliance.

Financial Data Security
Banks and financial institutions can host their transactional systems on the UK
Sovereign Cloud to safeguard client data against cyber threats while ensuring
compliance with the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) regulations. The cloud’s
advanced security features prevent data breaches and ensure that financial
data remains confidential and intact.



Education Sector

Public Sector

Use Cases for UK Sovereign Cloud
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The UK Sovereign Cloud is equipped to support a wide range of use cases across various
sectors, enhancing data security, ensuring compliance, and improving operational
efficiencies. Its comprehensive security and compliance features make it an ideal choice for
any organisation looking to modernise its IT infrastructure while adhering to the strict data
sovereignty requirements of the UK.

Government Data Services
Government agencies can use the UK Sovereign Cloud to manage public
records and services securely. By hosting data domestically, it ensures
that sensitive information related to national security, public welfare
programs, and citizen services is not exposed to foreign jurisdictions or
threats.

Digital Transformation Initiatives
The cloud supports the public sector’s digital transformation by providing
a scalable platform for developing and deploying digital services that
improve citizen engagement and operational efficiencies across various
government departments.

Virtual Learning Environments
Educational institutions can leverage the cloud to host virtual learning
platforms, ensuring robust performance and scalability during peak usage.
Data sovereignty guarantees that student information and academic
content are managed in compliance with local education standards and
privacy laws.

Research Collaboration
Universities can use the cloud to facilitate secure and efficient data
sharing among researchers and academic partners, promoting
collaboration without risking data sovereignty or integrity.



Need to know more?
Talk to us.

sales@civo.com

www.civo.com


